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We have recently measured the polarization of the non-charac-
teristic x-radiation emitted from collisions between energetic
(10-90 MeV) Al ions in thin foils. The motivation to persue this
line of research originated from the calculations of Mtiller and
Greiner1 which predict that in addition to the normal spontaneous
emission of molecular orbital x-rays, there also exists a mecha-
nism which gives rise to induced emission of these radiations.
This mechanism is a direct result of the coriolis forces which
exist in the rest frame of the quasi-molecule, whose axis of
quantization is rotating with angular velocity <•> t« The cross

sections derived by MUller and Greiner from the two center Dirac
equations are
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d p i is the ordinary dipole transition matrix element and dor is

the differential cross section for detecting a photon of frequency
(o at angle 6., per solid angle dOg for ions scattered into solid

angle ) is the differential Rutherford cross section.
1 Ruth



These two equations are equal in magnitude when u2 . • w2. For

photon frequencies near the united atom limit u> . is a maxima

Tat the distance of closest approach and is * _•• ..• g, In the
via

straight line approximation for an impact parameter b •

R is the radius of the united atom K shell , T i s the incident
kinetic energy and a i s the mass of the ion - a * 2Z. Using the
Bohr formula for Lyman alpha radiation gives:

«2 - (1/4) &f~£- (3/4)2 (3)
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Therefore, at energies above T , the induced cross section

should be larger than the spontaneous cross section. This ex-
pression compares very favorably with the value obtained by Betz,

Bell et al.2 - T ' » T^T MeV' **ich was obtained from cross sec-
tion measurements on the molecular-orbital radiation emitted from
S-Al and S-Ne collisions.

The difference in the transition matrix elements in equations •
(1) and (2) also leads to differing polarizations between the in-
duced and spontaneous radiation. The amount of polarization is
also a strong function of subshell population, collision velocity,
impact parameter, and photon frequency. In order to characterize
this polarization it is necessary to consider the transformation
between the laboratory rest frame and the rest frame of the quasi-
molecule. In Fig. 1 the beam is moving in the -z direction, the
intemuclear axis is Z, the rest frame of the quasi-molecule is z1,
x, /', and the angle Fetween z and z1 is 5. Therefore, <)<_£<_*,
and the direction w ,. is coincident with the x axis. The~radi-rot
ation pattern of the rotating quasi-aolecule for united atoa radi-
ation can be calculated most simply since for this radiation til*
photo frequency is * independent of the internuclear distance.



Fig. 1
Now this rotation can be represented by:
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The two radiation patterns that have been considered are
1.(6') » sin2 e» and I2(

8') " cos2 e'« where the primes indicate

that these are the patterns as observed in the rotating quasi-
molecular rest frame. In the lab frame these appear as

r»2 x2 + y2 cos2 g • z2 sin2 g

I2(6) z 2 • y2 sin2 g • s2 cos2 g.

(6)
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Since this axis is rotating; (i.e., 5 goes from 0 to * ) , it
is necessary to average these radiation patterns over all angles g
and over all azimuthal angles 6. Theie averages yield:

• 1/2 • 1/4 sin2 8

• V* Mi* 9.

(8)
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The radiation from the induced transition is sonewhat differ-
ent since it is proportional to u 2. For the collisions under

consideration the scattering angles are less than one degree for
impact parameters as small as 0.1 R . Therefore «_ot can be

approximated by: u>rot * - "
n g • v ""• •£ . Then the average of

the induced radiation patterns must include the weighting factor
sin4 g. These averages yield:

Ij'Ce) - 2/32 + 9/32 sin2 9 (10)

T2'(e) - 7/32 • 3/32 cos
2 6, (11)

with the result that : T^e) • T2(6) - 12/32 • 6/32 sin
2 6. Defin-

ing 0 as the polarization fraction (i.e., 1(6) - a • 0 sin2 9,
a • p • 1), we see that 0 • 1/3 even if no differential subshell
alignment exists. With complete alignment 0 can be as large as
9/11.

If we use the maximum polarization for induced transitions and
assume that the induced transition rate is proportional to the
incident energy T and is equal to the spontaneous transition rate
at Z3/121 MeV * 18 MeV, we can describe rather accurately the
behavior of the polarization 0 as a function of incident ion
energy. The radiation pattern 1(9) is just the renormalized sum
of the induced and spontaneous radiation patterns. Therefore
assuming approximate isotropy of the spontaneous radiation yields

1 • (2/11 • 9/11 sin2 0) TQ/18
1(9) 1 • T /18

9/11 T ° (12)

0(T) - jg^-f

Figure 2 is a plot of equation 12 along with the measured
polarization fraction 0(T) for photons in the 5-6 keV energy in-
terval (united atom limit) emitted from Al-Al collisions. The fit
with the experimental data is remarkably good- considering that
equation 12 is derived from the theoretical results of Ref. 1 and
the cross section data of Ref. 2 and contain no adjustable para-
meters.
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Fig. 2. Plots of the polarization 3 for the photon energy bins
between 5 and 6 keV (inclusive) as a function of incident
beam energy. Error bars represent 1 signa. The solid line
corresponds to the expression B • (9/ll)T/(T + 18 MeV),
whera the coefficient (9/11) is derived in the text, the
T dependence is derived from «* , and the cross over

between induced and spontaneous radiation at * 18 MeV
corresponds to the results of Ref. 2.

Although the data of Fig. 2 fit equation 12 extremely well,
there are still many unresolved problems. The effect of the bean
energy on incident charge state and, hence, alignment has been
completely ignored. Another major concern has to do with the rapid
rotation of the quasi-molecular axis. The energies and impact
parameter where the rotational mechanism is important are those
tht i * 2p
that give «*ot

W 2 . This means that the angular velocity of the

internuclear axis is larger than the angular velocity of even the
K-shell electrons, therefore it is difficult to understand how the
electrons could be in eigenstates that are approximated by Molecular
orbitals. A final difficulty lies in that fact that while the
molecular orbital radiation is highly polarized, which implies con-
siderable alignment, the characteristic radiation is thought to be
more nearly isotropic which implies a very small alignment.
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